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Don ’t Evade!

Don? Argue!

United States war .bonds isn’t an ordinary business investment
it’s an investment in freedom. If we don’t win, money has no

Buying
..

.

value for we’ll all be slaves. Then, too, war bond buying is an investment in human salvage. It will save the lives of Ameriean boys
perhaps your neighbor’s son
by shortening the war. When our
country’s life is at stake, when human lives are hanging. in the baladee, interest rates don’t cut a big figure.
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However, United States war bonds do earn interest
Uncle Sam
but don’t
doesn’t ask his people to lend him money for nothing
argue about it
thank God rather that you live in a favored land,‘
under a considerate government that permits you to own the fruits of
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Wherever the Axis rules, people
don’t enjoy such blessings
.
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is the choice of discriminating housewives because of its
goodness and nutritious value. It’s enriched with essential
flavor!
Vitamins and has a flavor that pleases everyone.
-

No matter how generously yonhwmhhhynou?yonoanud
count the buying a privilege.

Ask [or Belair's Better Bread
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at your grocers

Thin publicity made possible

Kennewick Bakery
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